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CreativeFuture Applauds the House of Representatives for Passing the CASE Act

This important Bill, which will give creatives the opportunity to better protect their livelihoods, passed the House by a vote of 410 – 6.

Los Angeles, CA – Last week, the House of Representatives passed the “Copyright Alternative in Small-Claims Enforcement Act of 2019,” otherwise known as the CASE Act. The Bill would create a small claims tribunal within the Copyright Office – providing creatives with a new tool to protect their livelihoods.

In a statement, CreativeFuture CEO Ruth Vitale said, “We are delighted that the CASE Act passed the U.S. House with such overwhelming, bipartisan support. Creatives across the country currently find themselves without a proper legal recourse to protect their work. Federal Court, the only existing venue where copyright claims are heard, is often far too expensive to be a legitimate option for most creatives.

“The CASE Act will help filmmakers, photographers, writers, musicians, and others have their day in court when their works are stolen. Today’s vote proves the unwavering bipartisan support for this Bill and policymakers’ ability to see through the smokescreens set by the opposition.

“We would like to particularly thank Representatives Jeffries, Collins, Nadler, Roby, Johnson, Cline, Chu, Lieu, and Fitzpatrick for championing this Bill in the House. We look forward to a Senate vote and its implementation once signed into law.”

A copy of the Bill can be found here.
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